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It is getting brighter and brighter on earth.
Project idea Light of the Future

The project is supported by the research association Loss of Night.
Section 1
What is light pollution? How did it come about that our night is getting brighter and brighter? Why can we no longer see the starry sky? Do we even know our place in the universe?

Section 2
Who are the victims of light pollution? How can we measure and assess light pollution where we live?

Section 3
How can we reduce light pollution in our home town?
Project progress

1. Video conference - Get to know us  Mai 2021

Project idea

1. Raising awareness of light pollution
2. Analysis of the lightning situation in the home region
3. Exchange of results on light pollution
4. Consequences and action against light pollution

Meeting details

K2 Light of the future - Zoom meeting invitation - Anja Lambsdorff
8 June 2021 02:00 PM, Berlin, Rome, 03:00 PM Athens

Join Zoom Meeting:
https://us03web.zoom.us/j/73993925604?pwd=HGF2Y0t6fWpZaGJtTkZ1N3VxZ3VxQz09
Meeting ID: 739 9392 5604
Passcode: PM6uJ

Best regards from Germany
Anja Lambsdorff
Project progress

2. Video conference - Preparation conference in Bonn  August 2021
Project progress

1. Conference in Bonn September 2021

Welcome to Bonn!
Project progress

1. Conference in Bonn September 2021

What comes to your mind when you hear something about "Light pollution"?

A first feedback!
Project progress

1. Conference in Bonn September 2021

Logo-Workshop
Project progress

1. Conference in Bonn September 2021

Farewell!
Project progress

3. Video conference - Preparation conference in Veria
2. Conference in Veria April 2022

Received by the mayor
Project progress

2. Conference in Veria April 2022

Received by the mayor
Project progress

2. Conference in Veria April 2022

The students have created an Instagram account!
Project progress

2. Conference in Veria April 2022

You have worked!
Project progress

2. Conference in Veria April 2022

But they also continued to get to know each other and celebrate!
The project is about Light Pollution, a new kind of pollution, which not many people are familiar with.
It is connected with an Erasmus KA2 project with the title "Light of the Future" (2020-1-DE03-KA229-077239).
The participant schools are Vocational Training College Bonn - Duisdorf (Germany), Liceo Scientifico Statale "Federigo Enriques" - Rome (Italy) and the 5th General Lyceum - Veria (Greece).

https://www.berufskolleg-bonn-duisdorf.de/
https://www.liceo-enriques.edu.it/
http://Styk-veroias ima.sch.gr/

**Teacher Bulletin**

Dear colleagues, today we met the students on Teams, with a video conference. They presented short reports on the trip to Bonn. You can find the reports in Materials > Files > Experiences in Bonn. Our next meeting will be in January. Let me take this opportunity to wish you all very Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year! Elena

**16.12.2021 17:52**
Elena Doria

Dear colleagues, today I begin to include our students in the etwinning project. Britta, Letizia, Germana and I finally met today and made a plan to continue working. Many warm greetings to all and we look forward to the next meeting in April. Elena

**20.11.2021 14:05**
Elena Doria
Thank you for your attention!